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ABSTRACT 
 

The US Army's One World Terrain (OWT) initiative aims to deliver a single terrain database 

that will “provide the virtual dirt to replicate any operational environment." The geospatial data 

required to globally support all the intended training environments - space, air, land, water, and 

subsurface - is enormous. VBS Blue, Bohemia Interactive's whole-earth rendering technology, 

algorithmically enhances lower-resolution geospatial data to procedurally generate realistic, 

multi-sensory, geotypical terrain, while seamlessly blending this with high-resolution data 

when available. This significantly reduces the data volume, which lowers storage, network, and 

computational demands, and helps to fulfill the rapid response requirements for modern 

military simulation systems.  

The benefits of procedural terrain are many, though a common disadvantage is the difficulty 

correlating terrains, or ensuring a common view of the battlespace, in a heterogeneous 

simulation training environment. Improving correlation is difficult because different simulation 

systems have different input data requirements, and these input differences are a recurrent 

cause of miscorrelation. We have taken the procedural terrain from VBS Blue and stored the 

components in open formats so they can be ingested by all the participating simulation systems. 

Though this does not completely solve the correlation problem, providing common geospatial 

data to all the simulation systems does improve correlation and simplifies data logistics. 

In this paper we will review the terrain generation technology in VBS Blue and outline how it 

enhances publicly available global data to procedurally generate realistic, detailed simulation 

terrain. Using VBS3 and OpenFlight terrains as examples, we will also show how we can 

repurpose VBS Blue's procedurally enhanced terrain components as geospatial inputs to other 

simulation systems, thus providing a common set of source data and improving correlation. 

Quantitative evaluations of correlation will be presented. 
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